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        Innovating the Medical Tourism Industry Using Blockchain Technology

        An ecosystem for medical tourism industry that connects the patients to healthcare organizations through blockchain technology.
		 With an increasing number of medical tourists, particularly in the United States, 
 parts of Europe, and Canada adopting blockchain technology, a public ledger that validates
 financial transfers and accepting Bitcoin as a means of payment, cryptocurrency has made its way into the medical tourism business. Bitcoin's value has risen due to the fact that it facilitates transactions and is the most popular currency for trade. PayPal users can buy Bitcoin directly from the platform in a matter of seconds. Check out the bitcoin paypal kaufen guide for more details on how to buy bitcoins safely and securely.
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        Medipedia Mission

        To create a medical tourism ecosystem where all participants live naturally and grow ecosystem without force.

        
          
            01. Lower the fees derived by agents

            Maintain the transparency of the pricing from medical providers and provide authority for choosing medical institutes where they want to get a medical treatment in foreign countries to patients.

          

        

        
          
            02. Maintain quality and credibility

            Provide reviews strictly and accumulate them to help patients choose better and more appropriate medical providers, thus encouraging medical providers to provide quality service to patients.

          

        

      

    

  
  
    
      Blockchain Application

      Next generation Medical Tourism Platform based on blockchain technology


       
        
        	01Matching Service
	02 Consultation Service
	03 Bilateral Review


      

    

     
      
      
        
          
            
              
                  

                

                  
The Medipedia Matching Service intelligently matches patients with doctors and clinics, ensuring transparency throughout the process. 
Following are the three simple steps to connect patients with the right healthcare providers:
	The patient raises a medical request by providing few basic information such as required surgery from the list of surgeries in platform, expected arrival date for the service, expected budget, etc. The patient writes a message based on the guidelines related to the selected surgery
	Matched medical providers receive the medical request from the patient. They can reply with their quotes, queries or any further requirements including raising a request for the patient's medical history
	The patient can then communicate with individual medical providers and make an informed choice based on quote amount, date of treatment, treatment package details and medical provider rating

As a result, existing users are more likely to select medical personnel and hospitals with high reward point when receiving medical service, encouraging potential users to use the platform.
                

              

            

          

        

        
          
            
              
                  

                

                 
Patients can find the best health care providers through consultation with medical institutions on the Medipedia platfrom. 
                  The medical service consultation system is as follows:
	Using the Medipedia Consultation System patients can ask for medical advise about the required treatment, physician experience, cost of treatment, etc. from a health care provider
	Patients can consult via chat, phone or video call with medical providers. Consultation data will be processed by the smart contracts and stored in blockchain

It enables patients to find the medical institutions they want by thorough verification before medical tourism. 
                

              

            

          

        

        
          
            
              
                  

                 

                 
The reward system encourages more people to take part in. 
Medipedia platform participants are rewarded to participate in the platform. This also increases Medipedia’s market distribution of tokens. 
Rewards points are a measure of the quality and satisfaction of health care services. Healthcare providers try to get more reward points to show confidence to other users. 
For example:
	Medical service providers and institutions are rewarded according to the patient’s review


	Patients can compare the reward points of various medical service providers and make a decision


	Patients are also rewarded by referring other patients

Therefore, existing users are more likely to choose medical personnel and hospitals with high rewards points when using our healthcare matching services on the Medipedia platform.
                

              

            

          

        

      

    

  
   
    

    
      
         
          
          
        

        

      

    

  
  
    
      Benefits for Each Participant

       
        
        	For Patients
	For Doctors
	External Users


        
          
            
              
                
                     

                  
                    For Patient
	Cost reduction: The natural competition from medical institutions will eliminate the current costly problems and providing patient-centered care. 
	Less waiting time: If medical consumers cannot make an appointment for a desired medical institution during a visit, they can make an appointment at a hospital with similar medical care experience.
	High quality medical services: Because of accumulated information, medical institutions will try to provide much better service to their patients.

                  

                

              

            

          

           
            
              
                
                     

                  
                   For Doctors
	Cost of publicity reduction: It is possible for medical providers to be promoted in a variety of ways and at low cost on the Medipedia platform.
	Increased awareness of specialization: If doctors treat patients correctly, confirmed reliability will rise, leading to increased awareness of doctors.
	Profitability Creation: Medical institutions can generate additional profits through reward points obtained from consultation and other activities.

                  

                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                     

                  
                    External Users
	Profitability Creation: Each participant, including external users, can generate profits with various activities.
	New medicine / medical device development: Using accumulated big data on the Medipedia platform will make it possible to develop new drugs and medical devices.
	Expansion of Medical tourism service Economic Activities: Medipedia will use blockchain technology to further expand the geographical boundaries of medical tourists and attract global-scale medical consumers to the Medipedia platform.

                  

                

              

            

          

        

      

    

  
  
    
      Exploration of Platform

      The interview with Medipedia CEO tells you the main features and the problems that we strive to solve.

    

    
      
         
          
          
        

        

      

    

  
  
    
      Rebuilding theEcosystem of MEDICAL TOURISM

      The current healthcare system, which is medical institution-centered, does not provide patients with appropriate medical information. Medipedia, as a healthcare system which is customer-oriented, Builds a transparent healthcare system where patients, healthcare providers, and external users can benefit from.

      
         
          Price Transparency

          Provide individual healthcare without any commission. Lower the cost through the connection with a lot of doctors.

        

         
          High Credibility

          All participants can build a trust with smart contracts.

        

         
          All-in-one Solution

          Patients can get all services at Medipedia platform while doctors can focuson providing a medical treatment.

        

      

    

  


  Roadmap

  
    
    2018
    2019
    2020
    2021 
      	
          
          06/2018

          Publication of
Whitepaper Ver.01

          

        
	
          
          07/2018

          PoC and Prototype Release
Website Rebranding

          

        
	
        
          08/2018

          Best crypto presale
20/08/2018 00:00 GMT
Publication of Whitepaper Ver.02

          

        
	
        
          10/2018

          1st ICO sale
08/10/2018 00:00 GMT

          

        
	
        
          11/2018

          2nd ICO sale
12/11/2018 00:00 GMT

          

        
	
          
          03/2019

          Medipedia Alpha Ver.
Platform release
Matching &
Consultation System

          

        
	
        
          06/2019

          Medipedia Beta Ver. Platform release supporting more medical departments and other service features (Insurance, Social Media, Interpreter)

          

        
	
        
          09/2019

          Medipedia Official Ver. Platform release supporting all department
Supporting more of other service application (Insurance, medical alliance, travel service)

          

        
	
        
          1st quarter/2020

          Preparation of Medipedia global expansion introducing E-commerce market (Dermatology, Cosmetic product)

          

        
	
        
          2nd quarter/2020

          Launch Medipedia Global platform Thailand & USA

          

        
	
        
          1st quarter/2021

          Establish Medical Blockchain Alliance allowing transaction of other tokens within alliance platform

          

        


    Phase 1
    Phase 2
    Phase 3
    Phase 4
    Phase 5
    

  

  


  
  
    
      
        Medipedia Platform

        	Accessibility
	Interoperability
	Reliability
	Comparability
	Security


        
          
             Medical providers License Verification

          

        

        
          
            P2P Credential Verification

          

        

        
          
            Hipaa Compliance

          

        

        
          
            Interpretation Verification

          

        

        
          
            Medical Service Alliance Contract

          

        

        
          
            Tourist Agency Verification

          

        

        
          
            Insurance

          

        

        
          
            Personal and Medical information Verification

          

        

      

    

  
  
  
    Medipedia Coin Sale Stages and Bonus

  

  
   
    
     
      Pre Sale

      Aug 20th, 2018
     

     20%

    

    
     
      Crowdsale 1st Round

      Oct 8th, 2018
     

     10%

    

    
     
      Crowdsale 2nd Round

      Nov 12th, 2018
     

     5%

    

   
 
  
 
   

  
  
    
       
        
        	Presale
	ICO
	Use of Funds


        
          
            
              
                
                  TGE Participants
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                  Management Team
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                  Business Development & Bounty Program

                  

                  12% 

                
                  R&D;
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                    Purchase Methods Accepted

                  

                

                
                  
                    	Hard cap
USD $2 Million
	Soft cap
USD $500,000
	Cost of 1 MEP Token:
USD $0.01

                  

                

              

            

            
              	Bonus system: Yes
	Know Your Customer (KYC): Yes
	Min/Max Personal Cap: 0.5 ETH (or Equivalent) / USD $25,000(or Equivalent)
	Private Sale: Contact CFO([email protected])

	Whitelist: Yes

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  TGE Participants
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                  Management Team
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                  Business Development & Bounty Program
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                    Purchase Methods Accepted

                  

                

                
                  
                    	Hard cap
USD $10 Million 
	Soft cap
USD $1 Million 
	Cost of 1 MEP Token:
USD $0.01 

                  

                

              

            

            
              	Bonus system: Yes
	Know Your Customer (KYC): Yes
	Min/Max Personal Cap: 0.2 ETH (or Equivalent) / USD $250,000(or Equivalent)
	Private Sale: Contact CFO([email protected])

	Whitelist: Yes

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  Platform Development

                  

                  20% 

                
                  Operating & Wage Expenses

                  

                  10% 

                
                  Administration Expenses

                  

                  5% 

                
                  Legal Expenses

                  

                  5% 

                
                  Securities Deposit

                  

                  10% 

                
                  Marketing Promotion

                  

                  30% 

                
                  Business Development and Partnership

                  

                  20% 

              

            

          

        

      

    

  
  
    
      Partners

      Please apply now to be our partner to innovate the medical tourism ecosystem.

      
        
          
            
              Partnership Program

              Medipedia creates a decentralized medical service system with a variety of partners, which enables healthcare workers to experience innovations.

               
                Healthcare Provider

                Medipedia creates a decentralized medical service system with a variety of partners, which enables healthcare workers to experience innovations.

                Apply Now 

               
                Institution 

                Institutions that will create new medical services with Medipedia

                Apply Now 
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Even though the Medipedia Team has been putting in a lot of effort into the work, we could not reach the soft cap under the current circumstances. 

We have decided to return the investment from individuals. Instead, we are going to develop our product by ourselves and show it to the public this year.

 Please send an e-mail to [email protected] if you invested in our project with the required information. After checking the information, we are going to proceed the return.

 Thank you for your interest in our project. 

Best regards,
 Medipedia Team
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